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youtube.com/attrib...Page 2youtube.com/attrib... See Hardcover's Guide, here ➜ Download Free PDFXanathar Guide to Everything, is the first major extension for the fifth edition of Dungeons and Dragons. It offers a variety of new rules and variants of history, including new subtypes for all character classes in the Player's Handbook.
Includes Cavalier for Fighter, Circle of Dreams for Druids, Horizon Walker for Ranger, Curious for Rogue as well as More. Plenty of new spells, lots of racial exploits, and a (surprising) system to give your character a fully randomized backstory. A number of new tools, providing Dungeon Masters with fresh ways to use traps, magical
items, downtime activities (and more). All of this is designed to improve your campaign on the DMO and drive it in new directions. Jeremy CrawfordMick MelesRobert J. SchawlbAdam LeeChristopher PerkinsMatt Cernett I have not seen that exploits made it in Xanathar yet in any of the themes, but I can not be sure that I read them all.
Has anyone seen the list? All UA races in? Page 2 24 comments Select feat from the list to view it here My Look: Plenty of Luck: Happy Feature halfling costs a little less than 0.5 pounds, but you get it on every d20 roll. Now you can give that bonus to the whole party (if two people roll 1s in one round). I think it's very good, although I
would have to see him in the game to be sure. Dragon Fear: It's a big sloppy kiss for every dragonborn paladin out there. No.1 stat feats in stats where you get the No.2 racial bonus of bee knees. If you use a point buy or a standard array, you will start with 17 in this statistic, which means that you have nothing to lose from making the feat
instead of ASI; And you get secondary feat benefits as well. And in this case, the benefits are damn good. The Paladins are front-line fighters and benefit enormously from giving all their enemies a flaw to hit them. Dragon Hide: That would be a good feat for a dragonborn bladelock, I think. At least it would be if you played a blade that
wasn't hexagonal. What I don't understand is why you did it. Or if you rolled for statistics and ended up with the odd number in Charisma (after the racial bonus)? Sounds like a really niche feat. Drow High Magic: No. Pass. I can't imagine taking this on level 4 or 8; improving my core statistics is much more important. So it will be the 12th
level before I even look at it, and when I do what I see? The ability to play one Level 2 spell once a day and one Level 3 spell, when a Level 3 spell is a highly specialized spell that rarely sees application in the game. Oh, and discover the magic by its will, which is a Tier 1 spell that can be thrown into the ritual anyway. This is at a level
where party sling charmers around level 6 spells and even half of the casting have level 3 slots. A complete waste of feat. Dwarf resilience: Uh... I think maybe if I had the odd con number and already maxed out my main stat, and played the class that got got Dodge as a bonus action? So... I play a dwarf outing or a monk. Who rolled for
statistics, or level 12 (rogue) or 16th (monk). And I'm taking it instead of resilient ...? Or maybe I get it so I can heal quickly from the fight? Still not worth the feat. Let it go. Elven Precision: This feat is a bomb. You can be an elf or a half elf. You get 1 euro to any of the four statistics, including Dex (where elves get No 2) and Cha (where
semi-elves get No 2). So he got the same No.1 to the stats where you get the No.2 racially benefiting Dragon Fear, only he works for two races, not one. And the secondary advantage is really very useful. Every rogue elf is drooling over this, but it's by no means limited to crooks. Fade Away: Good for wizard gnomes who benefit from the
1 stat and 2 racial effect. The secondary effect is decent, not spectacular. However, the only other no.1 int feats for the dwarf are Sustainable (Int), The Observer, Keen Mind, and Linguist. Observant is a great feat if you have high wisdom and your DM uses passive perception a lot, sucky otherwise. No reason for a wizard to ever take
Resilient (Int). Keen Mind and linguist are just sad. So... Yes. Wizards, this is for you. Faye Teleportation: So I looked at it and thought: Every tall elf master will ever love it! Then I thought about it again and realized that very few masters of high elves will want it at all. If you went to a standard array or point buy, you started with 16 Int.
Taking this feat will delay your march to 20 to level 4, and all you get in return is the opportunity to cast a spell that's in your class spell list anyway - yes, it has a short rest upgrade, but still. This feat is good if you play a tall elf with Cha as your main stat; If you rolled for statistics and ended up with the odd Int number; or maybe something
to take on the 12th level after the primary stats are maxed out. Useful sometimes, but not awesomesauce it appears at first glance. Flame Flegito: Another No.1 stat and No.2 racial feat, and a boatload of style in the bargain. However, the secondary advantage is very limited: You have to be a charmer that uses fire a lot. Draconic
sorcerers want to marry this feat and have their children. Sorcerers with Patron Fiend will love it too (damage 12% to your fireballs nothing to sneeze at). Maybe a master who rolled for statistics and got the odd Int numbers? I can't think of anyone who really cares about it. Hell's Constitution: If your main stat isn't up to 20 yet, I wouldn't
touch this with a 10-foot pole. If your main stat is 20 and you have the odd Constitution number and you already have or don't care about the knowledge con saves... Well, resistance to cold and poison is not bad at all. In the I'd go with the resilient (con) though. If you are in an Arctic campaign or something, in which case it may be just
what the doctor ordered. Orcish Fury: Another 1 stat and No 2 race. The benefit is not not okay, but it's decent, and the ability to punish the bastard who just knocked you down to one seems like it would be intuitively satisfying. Not bad, not great. Prodigy: This is what I've wanted since 5E came out: a way to get the experience without
having to plunge rogue! It's not a battle locomotive by any means, but sometimes you create a character whose concept just requires them to be good at a certain skill. And since it's available to people, the option people can take it to with is their bonus feat rather than donate stat points. Second chance: No.1 stat and No.2 racial, once
again. However, the opportunity may be to deflect one punch every short crappy vacation. There are better No.1 Dex exploits out there. As next on this list. squat agility: Now it's solid. 5 to speed, free skill, and the advantage to avoid fights, all on top of 1 stat, No. 2 racial feat. It's incredible for a mountain dwarf heavy melee type
(increased movement is so good for melee warriors), and very good for half of Dex specialists, too. Wood Elf Magic: This tree elf is the equivalent of Srow High Magic. It's no better for tree elves than for sleepy sleep. Let it go. List, filter, and sort all D'D 5 exploits feats xanathar's guide feats. 5e xanathar's guide feats. xanathar's guide to
everything feats pdf. xanathar's guide expanded racial feats. race feats xanathar's guide
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